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Basic Information and Definitions
Magnetic cylinder sensors

Installation notices   It is recommended that the BIL and position encoder be installed- or attached to non-magnetizable  
    materials, such as non-ferrous metals, austenitic steels, plastics, etc. This applies both to the instal 
    lation of the sensor as well as the magnet. 

    Magnetizable materials may affect the geometry and strength of the effective sensing magnetic field.

    Magnetic fields near the BIL can affect the output signal depending on their location and   
    the strength of the output signal. This also applies to position sensors of neighboring BILs.

    Recommended minimum distances from magnetizable materials or other BILs

    Units in mm

Installation notices 
Magnetic    Magnetic cylinder sensors are used chiefly on cylinders and grippers for monitoring the   
cylinder sensors   piston position. The sensor detects the field from the magnet embedded in the piston.   
    Thanks to non-contacting position detection, electronic magnetic field sensors from Balluff function 
    reliably and without wear, with no contact erosion, no bouncing, no sticking and just one switching 
    point. The piston position is reliably detected even at high traverse speeds.

Linear position sensors  Displacement sensors with analog output are sensors that generate a continually varying output  
with analog output   signal that depends on the distance between its sensing surface and the location of the position  
    encoder relative to the sensor (BIL).

Linear range sI    The linear range corresponds to the working range in which the displacement sensor exhibits a  
    defined linearity.

Magnetic sensors for   While for the magnetic cylinder sensors for pneumatic cylinders, the magnet is integrated in the  
object detection   cylinder piston, an external magnet is needed for position sensing with cylindrical magnetic field  
    sensors. Cylindrical magnetic field sensors are characterized by their small, extremely compact  
    design and very high switching distances. This means that you can query positions up to 90 mm  
    away in a non-contact method using a single sensor with a diameter of 6.5 mm. These sensors are  
    industrial grade and resistant to soiling. Positions can also be retrieved through containers or pipes  
    because magnetic fields can penetrate many non-magnetizable materials. The detection of codes  
    using magnets is also possible. 

Measuring speed   Through measurement speed, the position (with BIL) of a linear moving object can be measured  
    accurately. The direction of movement of the object is parallel to its sensing face.

Magnetic cylinder sensor BMF

Magnet ring

Non-magnetic cylinder wall made of 
aluminum or stainless steel


